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FLEXIBLE & ELASTIC THREAD

®

Spring Thread® thread is a class IIb medical device. It requires experience and know-how from the practitioner.       
Thus, it must be proposed only by trained doctors.  

The Company, 1st SurgiConcept®, is certified ISO 13485-2016 (quality of medical device) and the Spring Thread® 
range is CE marked (class IIb medical device).

Ptosis treatment is a one appointment treatment. There might be some side effects as swelling, oedema, redness 
(non-exhaustive list).

SpringThread® is an innovation of 1st SurgiConcept® laboratory.

+33 - 320 23 41 96  contact@springthread.com
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     You’ve heard or known about Spring 
Thread® for a while or you’re about to discover 
our product. Its technical assets and perfor-
mance set it aside in the world of medicine             
and plastic surgery. What could be better than                   
a gentle, minimally invasive, lasting and scar-free 
facelift that respects the natural features and 
allows an almost immediate return to social life?
  

Spring Thread® has an additional advantage           
in the overall management of the aging problems 
of your patients. This medical booklet will provide 
answers to most of your questions.

Spring Thread® also has a network of international 
experts available to answer any of your questions. 
Indeed, whatever questions you may have regar-
ding indications, installation techniques, proce-
dures or post-surgery monitoring, please let us 
know; our network will advise you and guide you 
for an optimized usage of our threads.

Excellence, Innovation, Service, Friendliness: 
our commitment resides in these 4 words                
and we would be thrilled to share them with you.
Join us, Join the Spring Thread® adventure!

Dominique Malard 
Owner and CEO  

CEMarked 
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FLEXIBLE
& ELASTIC THREAD

 1 UNIQUE PRODUCT

40 COUNTRIES

3.000 USERS

   IN THE WORLD

40.000 PATIENTS

SINCE 2007

190.000 THREADS
INSERTED

        

  

   

FACE AGING PROCESS

Aging is a multifactorial phenomenon.

Face and facial tissue aging is well known today 
and analyzed.

A little summary of the three elements:   
   • Modification of the skin structure
   • Loss of tissue volume
   • Sagging skin

The mission of doctors and cosmetic surgeons 
consulted in this field will be to give their patients 
effective and adapted answers to each situation. 

Skin type, age, level of aging, individual patient’s 
requests will guide the practitioner towards                 
a diagnosis and thus, personalized treatments.

Aging process in 3 main categories :

MODIFICATION
OF THE SKIN STRUCTURE1 ATROPHY2 PTOSIS3

WHY CHOOSE LIFTING THREADS? 

By lifting and reorganizing the tissues vertically, 
lifting threads are considered today as a minimally 
invasive alternative to surgical lifting. They are 
indicated in the treatment of mild to moderate 
ptosis. The cogged thread is introduced into              
the subcutaneous adipose tissue in order to correct 
its loosening. 

The procedure is performed under local anesthesia 
on an outpatient basis.

Excess skin reorganizes as long as it’s supported 
along its entire length and is given sufficient time             
to settle into its new configuration.

Today, lifting threads have taken an important 
and well deserved place on the “soft surgery” 
market, allowing quick, efficient and non-trauma-
tic procedures.

QUICK

EFFICIENT

NON
TRAUMATIC
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INTERNATIONAL NETWORK,
LOCAL TRAINING

Because the installation of lifting threads           
is not a trivial procedure and, in order                  
to benefit from the technical characteristics       
and  to know the full range of possibilities       
that Spring Thread® has to offer,                          
we organise a range of training and workshop 
programmes that can meet your require-
ments. 

Individual training, with your own patients         
or our model. One of our training experts will 
guide you through your first steps, explain      
the techniques to you and train you                 
with  the lifting threads’ laying techniques. 

TRAINING PROGRAMMES

It’s a very efficient way to learn. It’s a four-hand procedure and a shared 
experience. Workshop training, if you’d rather train on models at first,                      
we frequently organize workshops. With a maximum of 6 participants                      
per session, this type of training is ideal for practitioners who are discovering 
threads and interested in using Spring Thread®.

Find us 
in social media
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Created in 2007 by 1st SurgiConcept® laboratories, Spring Thread® has quickly appealed to practitioners 
from around the world. Today, Spring Thread® is present in more than 40 countries. In Western Europe  
of course, but also in Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Asia. You can find the list of countries where 
we are present on our website www.springthread.com 

This international opening is due to a motivated network of distributors, attentive practitioners and                
by knowing how to respond to an ever-increasing demand for concrete, sustainable and safe results. 

Our French brand, EU certification, is a guarantee of quality and seriousness for our international 
network. Each distributor imports Spring Thread®’s know-how into its country while respecting the require-
ments of a high-quality product. This makes it possible to offer local training, to train local Expert Trainers 
who, in turn, will train practitioners in their own language. In this way, we can offer a trusted product             
worldwide for patients and practitioners. 

SPRINGTHREAD®, UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

"Beauty with a French touch" : A concept advocated by Spring Thread® since
its creation in 2007 with its French lifting thread.

A push-up effect, a lasting good-looking result in response to the patient’s request
to rejuvenate in an undetectable way.

The result of long years of research, Spring Thread® lifting thread provides an effective 
response to durably reduce sagging facial features. An alternative or a complement               
to surgical procedures, the lifting thread used alone or in a combined treatment                       
is a benchmark solution for your patients to get a harmonious face with minimal downtime.

ELASTICITY, FLEXIBILITY, 

MULTIPLE ANCHOR POINTS:

AN EASY AND SAFE TOOL

SILICONE

Flexible
and elastic

POLYESTER

Solidity
and control
of elasticity

MOLDED,
SOFT COGS

Strong fixation
in the tissue

PERMANENT
THREAD

Long
term action

FOCUS ON ELASTICITY

The elasticity of the thread as well as its flexibility allows for a better 
integration into the tissues and therefore:

      • Reduction of the risk of tearing off

      • Distribution of tension over the entire length of the thread

      • Shock absorption capacity

      • Better mirroring of natural facial movements

Thus, Spring Thread® allows for dynamic stabilization of tissue.  
They can live freely, stretch and retract, they’re no longer frozen, 
muscle mobility is preserved and the result more natural.

SPRING THREAD® IS CE MARKED
AND 1ST SURGICONCEPT® COMPANY

IS ISO13485-2016 CERTIFIED 

CEMarked 

ALL ANSWERS ON OUR WEBSITE
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WHAT PRECAUTIONS SHOULD BE TAKEN BEFORE THE PROCEDURE?

ARE PERMANENT THREADS REMOVABLE, EVEN AFTER YEARS? 

RESULTS OVER TIME: WHAT TO EXPECT?

Patients are asked to wash their hair and body with Hibiscrub the morning of the procedure and not apply 
any make-up. A mild sedative may be prescribed to help them relax. If treating the brow, the area should         
be treated with Botulinum toxin two weeks prior.
It is essential in the consultation process that the patient is fully informed about the threads and their implan-
tation

Once the threads are in place, it takes some days before the fibrosis process starts. This means that, in case 
of over correction, a practitioner is able to unhook some of the cogs after the thread implantation. After about 
one week, the fibrosis phenomenon occurs around the threads, making their anchorage much stronger.            
It is therefore more difficult to unhook, but it is still possible to remove the threads, even years later. 

Spring Thread® implants are permanent. Unlike other absorbable products, Spring Thread® results will last 
between 3 to 5 years+, depending on each individual case. Even if the product has proven its effectiveness, 
it doesn’t perform ‘miracles’. It is the perfect solution for moderate to medium ptosis, but like every other 
product in the market, it does not prevent tissue ageing. After some years of thread lifting, you will have          
the possibility to choose between several alternatives: no further treatment (the skin will grow old naturally), 
new thread implants, or opt for a surgical face lift or other rejuvenation techniques.    

ALL ANSWERS ON OUR WEBSITE

www.springthread.com

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

IS IT PAINFUL? 

POST-OP PRESCRIPTIONS
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WHICH INDICATION FOR THE BEST RESULTS?

It is important to mention that thread lifting’s main indication is mild to moderate ptosis correction                       
for middle-aged people looking for tissue elevation and volume restoration. Thanks to Spring Thread® techni-
cal characteristics, the threads are very strong and resistant but not suitable for an over wrinkled or too saggy 
skin. In that case, the practitioner will recommend a full surgical lifting or another adapted procedure.
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Straight Laying  X Laying

THE DIFFERENT INSTALLATION SCHEMES 

Several installation techniques are available to the practitioner according to different criteria:  
          • Patient’s objectives and expectations
          • Choice of lifting treatment area
          • Practitioner’s preferences

The face Straight Laying technique is preferred in initial training. This is the most common method, 
ideal for lifting the three main areas affected by ptosis. 

These schemes guarantee optimum use of Spring Thread®’s characteristics. With experience,        
many practitioners make the technical advantages of Spring Thread® characteristics their own                    
and develop their personal techniques. For example, the long-term method Easylift® invented              
by Dr Denis Guillo.

3 RULES FOR SUCCESSFUL RESULTS  

GOOD INDICATION

1
ANCHORAGE

2 3
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Ensure the patient has the correct 
indication for lifting threads.
Watch out for patients
with unrealistic expectations.

A large and robust anchoring area 
allows for good tissue support.

SETTINGS

Patient seated, ensure
that the settings are correct before 
cutting the treads. An over correction
of around 20% is optimal. 

 

 U-inversed
Laying

 V-inversed Laying
with temporal suture

SPRING THREAD®, WHO IS IT FOR?

Recommended for patients between 35 and 70 years old in good physical and mental health with mild to 
moderate ptosis, Spring Thread® is ideal for: 

          • People too young for surgical facelift
          • People who don’t need a facelift
          • People looking for a gentle alternative to surgical lifting 

Spring Thread® lifting thread 
preserve natural beauty.               
They correct sagging facial            
and neck skin. An effect that pulls 
the tissues up and erases the sad 
and tired look: nasolabial folds, 
bitterness folds, jowls. Wrinkles 
are reduced to restore                          
a harmonious facial oval.

FRESH LOOK, REDEFINITION OF THE OVAL

OF THE FACE, EYE-OPENING EFFECT,

IT’S AN EFFECTIVE TOOL FOR MANY

REQUESTS FOR AESTHETIC CARE.

Surgical facelift Threads lift

EYEBROWS

CHEEKS

JOWLS

NECK
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SPRING THREAD®, WHY?

LIFTING THREADS HAVE THE ADVANTAGE
OF HAVING A WIDE SPECTRUM OF INDICATIONS

There’s always an indirect effect of neck re-tension 



10 REASONS WHY YOU SHOULD CHOOSE SPRING THREAD® 
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LONG BI-ORIENTATED 
THREADS
A long thread (15+15cm) with bi-orientated 
cogs able to treat large areas and increase 
the surface grip in the tissues while leaving 
great flexibility for practitioners to choose 
their insertion technique. 

SOLIDITY
For good suspension. Spring Thread® lifting 
threads offer tested and controlled 
resistance. Thus, the practitioner benefits 
from a product which doesn’t risk breaking 
during the procedure.

ROUNDED COGS
Avoid injuring tissues and induce wider 
fibrosis. With the invention of rounded cogs, 
Spring Thread® allows practitioners to offer 
patients a comfortable procedure. The cogs 
are not aggressive and the risk of tissue injury 
is reduced. Result: atraumatic installation        
for a shorter recovery time.

2 LONG FLEXIBLE NEEDLES
With a blunt end in order to minimize surgi-
cal risks.  Specially developed by our R&D 
department, this unique needle has been 
designed to enhance the technical properties 
of the Spring Thread® thread. They provide 
an efficient grip and their flexibility allows         
for more comfortable thread installation,              
in complete safety.

100% FRENCH DESIGN
AND PRODUCTION
Spring Thread® was designed and produced 
entirely in France in Besançon (10) and              
in Tourcoing, Lille (59) for a high-quality 
guarantee. The product is CE Marked and  
the company, 1st SurgiConcept® is certified 
ISO 13485 - 2016.

CONTROLLED ELASTICITY
For a natural result. By imitating the elasticity 
of the skin, the thread follows the mobility           
of the tissues.  Elasticity avoids any risk             
of extrusion or discomfort for the patient          
and ensures a natural result while respecting 
facial movements. 

A GREAT NUMBER
OF COGS
For easy installation and better grip.            
The large number of cogs (24 per cm) along 
with their orientation in four directions 
increases the area of   grip in the tissues. 
Therefore, the thread i s  secured millimeter 
and guarantees a long -  lasting tightening 
effect without risk of sagging.

PERMANENT 
AND INERT THREADS
For a more lasting and safer effect. 
Composed of silicone suitable for medical 
usage and polyester, both inert and biocompa-
tible materials, Spring Thread® thread            
can be placed on the vast majority                       
of patients. After carrying out a preoperative 
questionnaire on possible allergic interactions              
with anesthetic products and drugs,                 
the practitioner can safely undertake                
the procedure. 

SIMPLE INSTALLATION 
TECHNIQUES 
Because simplicity is often the best option, 
our installation schemes, developed with 
practitioners, are simple and effective. These 
techniques ensure an optimal result on the 
patient: A natural look and a lasting effect.

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY
Lifting threads have become an integral part 
of cosmetic surgery procedures, used alone 
or as a combined treatment. In the diversity of 
the market, Spring Thread® also stands out 
for its excellent value for money.

ASEPTIA

REMOVAL OF A THREAD

Like all implants, Spring Thread®  elastic thread is to be used with caution. You will avoid many problems             
by following very simple rules. 

The main aseptic risk comes from hair. That’s why you need to disinfect perfectly the entire head                        
(wet with Povidone or equivalent), take all precautions not to drag a hair with the Spring Thread® (wet hair 
thoroughly or cover with gel), you can cut the hair around the entry point or use clips or micropore to fix them. 

There are 3 situations where the removal of one or more threads is recommended:

INFECTION
In cases of infection, there will be fluid collection around the thread which means it slides out easily.
Make a small incision on the thread path. Take hold of the thread and gently pull.
Take the sample for bacterial analysis.

EXCESSIVE TRACTION
Excessive traction of a thread results in an excessive lifting and/or by a "trench" effect along its path. 
It is advisable to review the patients 5 to 7 days after implantation to control and adjust the setting        
if needed (oedema will have disappeared and fibrosis not yet established). 

If necessary at this stage, one can detach a few cogs. This may also be appropriate if a patient does 
not accept their new appearance. It is possible to locate the thread holding the tissues and cut               
it with the tip of a scalpel. The wire is still present but its suspension effect is cancelled. Otherwise, 
the third technique is used

ABLATION OF A NON INFECTED THREAD
To remove an uninfected wire, so without fluid collection, locate the route, anaesthetise along              
the thread path, make a small incision of a few millimetres and seek the thread with a small vascular 
hook. Then, pull the thread very gently and slowly so that the cogs are removed one by one. 

If it is not possible to extract all of the thread, or if the silicone sheath breaks at a place, the fact               
of withdrawing the entire polyester core removes any mechanical effect of the thread.

WHERE TO INSERT A THREAD?

This simple insertion procedure avoids any extrusion risk
and any unaesthetic dimple in the entry points. 

Use the end of a scalpel              
to create a small perforation  

and insert the needle perfectly 
perpendicular to the skin.

Penetrate 3 to 4 mm and then 
turn to position in the fat layer. 
Do so for the second needle.

Beware! it is important that the two parts 
of the thread are on the same level to avoid 

any unsightly dimpling.
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POST CARE5

TO AVOID

• Facial massages and aesthetic treatments
   on the face, for 2 weeks. 

• Any sports, especially contact sports,
   for 3 weeks. 

• Dental treatment for 3 weeks. 

• Sudden movements and overly pronounced 
   facial expressions (yawning) for 3 weeks. 

• Pool, sauna or Haman, for a few weeks. 

• Solar exposure for 2 weeks. 

• Contact with animals. 

• No creams / make up on the face for
   one week. Eye makeup and lipstick are OK.
   If you have to apply sunblock, all entry/ exit
   sites must be avoided.

GOOD BEHAVIOUR

• Sleep with head slightly raised for
   the first 3 nights and sleep on the back
   as much as possible, for the first 5 nights.

• Wash and dry face very gently,
   from bottom to top, in the first 5 days.

• Shave or wash hair gently in the first 5 days.

• Wash hands as often as necessary.

With the courtesy
of Dr Denis Guillo

With the courtesy
of Dr Lucy Glancey

Review the Patient within 1 week.  As oedema has disappeared, if necessary you can unhook some 
cogs before the fibrosis settlement.
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BOX CONTENT 1

NECESSARY MATERIAL2

Sterile gloves

Hair clips, plastic bands
& sectioning comb

Povidone-iodine (Betadine)
Chlorhexidine or equivalent

YOUR
PROCEDURE

30 G Needle or Magic
needle like

Lidocaine adrenalin 1%
pure or diluted 

Syringes

Gloves

Marking Pen

3 or 4 sterile drapes (chest, under
head, work surface) 

Sterile gauzes & scissors

Adhesive tape or micropore like

Nokor needle, trocart needle
or scalpel blade No. 11
 

Implant card with product reference is given    
to the patient after the procedure. The practitio-
ner will write down contact information            
and date of intervention

Non sterile packaging
that contains

3 sterile Tyvek pouches
of 2 threads each with needles

Vacuum packaging guarantees
protection of sterile Tyvek pouches2 threads each with needles

3 pouches

Sterile, as requested by good medical practices
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PRODUCT CHARACTERISTICS
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3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

2 Blunt end needles
of  1,3 mm with

double eye

2 Blunt end needles
of  1,6 mm with

double eye

Stainless Steel

Needles 1,6 mmLong Body Thread

3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

Body ThreadNeedles 1,3 mmFace Thread
with needlesFace Thread

Box Content

Thickness
Length
Materials

Description

Stainless Steel



PRE CARE3
Make the patients aware of the infection risk and ask them to adopt strict hygiene. Skin and scalp 
should be cleansed before being disinfected.

          The day before surgery: Shower with antiseptic shampoo (Betadine Scub or Chlorexhidine).    
          
           The day of the intervention: Shower with antiseptic shampoo (Betadine Scub or
          Chlorexhidine). Do not apply any make up.

Prescription Suggestion: Treatment to begin on the eve of the intervention and for five days

10 STEPS FOR A SUCCESSFUL PROCEDURE4

STEP 1 STEP 2 STEP 3 STEP 4

STEP 5STEP 6STEP 7

STEP 9 STEP 10

Homoeopathic coverage:
     • Haemorrhagic prevention: China Rubia 4ch, 4 granules 4 times per day
     • Anti traumatic: Arnica Montana 4ch, 4 granules 4 times per day
     • Anti oedema: Bromelaines (i.e. Extranase 900nK or equivalent),3 pills, morning, lunch and evening

Antibiotic (only if necessary): Amoxiciline 500 mg (i.e. AUgmentin 500 or equivalent), 1 pill morning,  
lunch and evening 
Intervention day:  Hydroxyzine 25mg (i.e Atarax 25 or equivalent),  ½ pill 3 hours before the intervention 
In case of pain: Tramadol + Paracetamol (i.e. Ixprim 37,5 mg/ 325 mg), 6 pills per day maximum

 

Consent and 
pictures

 Skin
cleaning

Drawings Disinfection

 AnesthesiaDisinfection and 
drawings sterile

Settings sterile

Soft
cleansing

Pictures and
recommendations

STERILESTERILE

STEP 8

Setting

STERILE
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Good practices: 

Drawing – anesthesia – Incision.

2nd needle. Path of threads 2 & 3.

The thread must end 1cm beyond the area you want to lift. Smooth as much as you can the skin folds 
that may appear when stretching the threads. Always make a slight overcorrection.
In case of over-tension, you can unhook some cogs during the first 10 days (before fibrosis).

1st needle path.

Patient seated: stretch the threads.
Adjust the tissues.  

Patient seated: final traction
(slight overcorrection). Cut the threads.

2 31

54

76

9
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POST CARE5

TO AVOID

• Facial massages and aesthetic treatments
   on the face, for 2 weeks. 

• Any sports, especially contact sports,
   for 3 weeks. 

• Dental treatment for 3 weeks. 

• Sudden movements and overly pronounced 
   facial expressions (yawning) for 3 weeks. 

• Pool, sauna or Haman, for a few weeks. 

• Solar exposure for 2 weeks. 

• Contact with animals. 

• No creams / make up on the face for
   one week. Eye makeup and lipstick are OK.
   If you have to apply sunblock, all entry/ exit
   sites must be avoided.

GOOD BEHAVIOUR

• Sleep with head slightly raised for
   the first 3 nights and sleep on the back
   as much as possible, for the first 5 nights.

• Wash and dry face very gently,
   from bottom to top, in the first 5 days.

• Shave or wash hair gently in the first 5 days.

• Wash hands as often as necessary.

With the courtesy
of Dr Denis Guillo

With the courtesy
of Dr Lucy Glancey

Review the Patient within 1 week.  As oedema has disappeared, if necessary you can unhook some 
cogs before the fibrosis settlement.
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5"=::$'#$'0D('55'
8>$9'#"=M7$'9N8:

S855$'!"55$A9687$'1+0T')!8A89FQA6:F6U=$:'@A"#=6F:':65@76?6Q$'@"=A'65@A$::6";'#"::6$A'5$#$96;

3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

2 Blunt end needles
of  1,3 mm with

double eye

2 Blunt end needles
of  1,6 mm with

double eye

Stainless Steel

Needles 1,6 mmLong Body Thread

3 sets of 2 threads
under sterile Tyvek

pouch

Body ThreadNeedles 1,3 mmFace Thread
with needlesFace Thread

Box Content

Thickness
Length
Materials

Description

Stainless Steel
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LONG BI-ORIENTATED 
THREADS
A long thread (15+15cm) with bi-orientated 
cogs able to treat large areas and increase 
the surface grip in the tissues while leaving 
great flexibility for practitioners to choose 
their insertion technique. 

SOLIDITY
For good suspension. Spring Thread® lifting 
threads offer tested and controlled 
resistance. Thus, the practitioner benefits 
from a product which doesn’t risk breaking 
during the procedure.

ROUNDED COGS
Avoid injuring tissues and induce wider 
fibrosis. With the invention of rounded cogs, 
Spring Thread® allows practitioners to offer 
patients a comfortable procedure. The cogs 
are not aggressive and the risk of tissue injury 
is reduced. Result: atraumatic installation        
for a shorter recovery time.

2 LONG FLEXIBLE NEEDLES
With a blunt end in order to minimize surgi-
cal risks.  Specially developed by our R&D 
department, this unique needle has been 
designed to enhance the technical properties 
of the Spring Thread® thread. They provide 
an efficient grip and their flexibility allows         
for more comfortable thread installation,              
in complete safety.

100% FRENCH DESIGN
AND PRODUCTION
Spring Thread® was designed and produced 
entirely in France in Besançon (10) and              
in Tourcoing, Lille (59) for a high-quality 
guarantee. The product is CE Marked and  
the company, 1st SurgiConcept® is certified 
ISO 13485 - 2016.

CONTROLLED ELASTICITY
For a natural result. By imitating the elasticity 
of the skin, the thread follows the mobility           
of the tissues.  Elasticity avoids any risk             
of extrusion or discomfort for the patient          
and ensures a natural result while respecting 
facial movements. 

A GREAT NUMBER
OF COGS
For easy installation and better grip.            
The large number of cogs (24 per cm) along 
with their orientation in four directions 
increases the area of   grip in the tissues. 
Therefore, the thread i s  secured millimeter 
and guarantees a long -  lasting tightening 
effect without risk of sagging.

PERMANENT 
AND INERT THREADS
For a more lasting and safer effect. 
Composed of silicone suitable for medical 
usage and polyester, both inert and biocompa-
tible materials, Spring Thread® thread            
can be placed on the vast majority                       
of patients. After carrying out a preoperative 
questionnaire on possible allergic interactions              
with anesthetic products and drugs,                 
the practitioner can safely undertake                
the procedure. 

SIMPLE INSTALLATION 
TECHNIQUES 
Because simplicity is often the best option, 
our installation schemes, developed with 
practitioners, are simple and effective. These 
techniques ensure an optimal result on the 
patient: A natural look and a lasting effect.

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY
Lifting threads have become an integral part 
of cosmetic surgery procedures, used alone 
or as a combined treatment. In the diversity of 
the market, Spring Thread® also stands out 
for its excellent value for money.

ASEPTIA

REMOVAL OF A THREAD

Like all implants, Spring Thread®  elastic thread is to be used with caution. You will avoid many problems             
by following very simple rules. 

The main aseptic risk comes from hair. That’s why you need to disinfect perfectly the entire head                        
(wet with Povidone or equivalent), take all precautions not to drag a hair with the Spring Thread® (wet hair 
thoroughly or cover with gel), you can cut the hair around the entry point or use clips or micropore to fix them. 

There are 3 situations where the removal of one or more threads is recommended:

INFECTION
In cases of infection, there will be fluid collection around the thread which means it slides out easily.
Make a small incision on the thread path. Take hold of the thread and gently pull.
Take the sample for bacterial analysis.

EXCESSIVE TRACTION
Excessive traction of a thread results in an excessive lifting and/or by a "trench" effect along its path. 
It is advisable to review the patients 5 to 7 days after implantation to control and adjust the setting        
if needed (oedema will have disappeared and fibrosis not yet established). 

If necessary at this stage, one can detach a few cogs. This may also be appropriate if a patient does 
not accept their new appearance. It is possible to locate the thread holding the tissues and cut               
it with the tip of a scalpel. The wire is still present but its suspension effect is cancelled. Otherwise, 
the third technique is used

ABLATION OF A NON INFECTED THREAD
To remove an uninfected wire, so without fluid collection, locate the route, anaesthetise along              
the thread path, make a small incision of a few millimetres and seek the thread with a small vascular 
hook. Then, pull the thread very gently and slowly so that the cogs are removed one by one. 

If it is not possible to extract all of the thread, or if the silicone sheath breaks at a place, the fact               
of withdrawing the entire polyester core removes any mechanical effect of the thread.

WHERE TO INSERT A THREAD?

This simple insertion procedure avoids any extrusion risk
and any unaesthetic dimple in the entry points. 

Use the end of a scalpel              
to create a small perforation  

and insert the needle perfectly 
perpendicular to the skin.

Penetrate 3 to 4 mm and then 
turn to position in the fat layer. 
Do so for the second needle.

Beware! it is important that the two parts 
of the thread are on the same level to avoid 

any unsightly dimpling.
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YOUR
PROCEDURE



a

a b
b

c

c

Straight Laying  X Laying

THE DIFFERENT INSTALLATION SCHEMES 

Several installation techniques are available to the practitioner according to different criteria:  
          • Patient’s objectives and expectations
          • Choice of lifting treatment area
          • Practitioner’s preferences

The face Straight Laying technique is preferred in initial training. This is the most common method, 
ideal for lifting the three main areas affected by ptosis. 

These schemes guarantee optimum use of Spring Thread®’s characteristics. With experience,        
many practitioners make the technical advantages of Spring Thread® characteristics their own                    
and develop their personal techniques. For example, the long-term method Easylift® invented              
by Dr Denis Guillo.

3 RULES FOR SUCCESSFUL RESULTS  

GOOD INDICATION

1
ANCHORAGE

2 3
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Ensure the patient has the correct 
indication for lifting threads.
Watch out for patients
with unrealistic expectations.

A large and robust anchoring area 
allows for good tissue support.

SETTINGS

Patient seated, ensure
that the settings are correct before 
cutting the treads. An over correction
of around 20% is optimal. 

 

 U-inversed
Laying

 V-inversed Laying
with temporal suture



 

 

EYEBROWS’ SCHEME

The lifting of eyebrows is a delicate procedure since the natural mobility of the forehead                
is different for each patient. Thanks to its elasticity and its flexibility, Spring Thread® allows             
a natural and optimum result for each patient. The use of botulinum toxin as a complement        
is often recommended.

THE SPRINGTHREAD® PRODUCT RANGE ALSO CONSISTS OF A BODY
THREAD FOR ADVANCED APPLICATIONS ON THE CHEST AND BUTTOCKS
(REF BL8-300 OU BL50-350).

LIKEWISE, LIFTING THREAD APPLICATIONS  IN COMBINED TREATMENTS
ARE POSSIBLE. HOWEVER, BE CAREFUL TO RESPECT A PERIOD OF
STABILIZATION OF THE TISSUES TO AVOID NEGATIVE INTERACTIONS
BETWEEN THE DIFFERENT TREATMENTS.

MORE INFORMATION ON WWW.SPRINGTHREAD.COM
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Make sure to exit the thread as high as 

possible in the scalp area so as 
to obtain a good anchorage. 

 

NECK’S SCHEME Some people look tired or severe. This appearance is often 
caused by loose tissues with a tendency to slide down, which 
has the effect of thickening the neck. Neck lifting, frequently 
requested by patients, is always delicate and often gives 
disappointing results. 

The flexibility and suppleness qualities of the Spring Thread® 

threads allow you to obtain harmonious and lasting results. 
Two or three parallel threads on each side, penetrating 
through a retro-auricular incision; the right and left strands 
overlap on the front of the neck.

2 or 3 parallel threads on each side, penetrating through
a retro-auricular incision; the right and left strands overlap
on the front of the neck.

AND TO GO A LITTLE FURTHER

WHAT PRECAUTIONS SHOULD BE TAKEN BEFORE THE PROCEDURE?

ARE PERMANENT THREADS REMOVABLE, EVEN AFTER YEARS? 

RESULTS OVER TIME: WHAT TO EXPECT?

Patients are asked to wash their hair and body with Hibiscrub the morning of the procedure and not apply 
any make-up. A mild sedative may be prescribed to help them relax. If treating the brow, the area should         
be treated with Botulinum toxin two weeks prior.
It is essential in the consultation process that the patient is fully informed about the threads and their implan-
tation

Once the threads are in place, it takes some days before the fibrosis process starts. This means that, in case 
of over correction, a practitioner is able to unhook some of the cogs after the thread implantation. After about 
one week, the fibrosis phenomenon occurs around the threads, making their anchorage much stronger.            
It is therefore more difficult to unhook, but it is still possible to remove the threads, even years later. 

Spring Thread® implants are permanent. Unlike other absorbable products, Spring Thread® results will last 
between 3 to 5 years+, depending on each individual case. Even if the product has proven its effectiveness, 
it doesn’t perform ‘miracles’. It is the perfect solution for moderate to medium ptosis, but like every other 
product in the market, it does not prevent tissue ageing. After some years of thread lifting, you will have          
the possibility to choose between several alternatives: no further treatment (the skin will grow old naturally), 
new thread implants, or opt for a surgical face lift or other rejuvenation techniques.    

ALL ANSWERS ON OUR WEBSITE

www.springthread.com

HOW MUCH DOES IT COST?

IS IT PAINFUL? 

POST-OP PRESCRIPTIONS

4

WHICH INDICATION FOR THE BEST RESULTS?

It is important to mention that thread lifting’s main indication is mild to moderate ptosis correction                       
for middle-aged people looking for tissue elevation and volume restoration. Thanks to Spring Thread® techni-
cal characteristics, the threads are very strong and resistant but not suitable for an over wrinkled or too saggy 
skin. In that case, the practitioner will recommend a full surgical lifting or another adapted procedure.



INTERNATIONAL NETWORK,
LOCAL TRAINING

Because the installation of lifting threads           
is not a trivial procedure and, in order                  
to benefit from the technical characteristics       
and  to know the full range of possibilities       
that Spring Thread® has to offer,                          
we organise a range of training and workshop 
programmes that can meet your require-
ments. 

Individual training, with your own patients         
or our model. One of our training experts will 
guide you through your first steps, explain      
the techniques to you and train you                 
with  the lifting threads’ laying techniques. 

TRAINING PROGRAMMES

It’s a very efficient way to learn. It’s a four-hand procedure and a shared 
experience. Workshop training, if you’d rather train on models at first,                      
we frequently organize workshops. With a maximum of 6 participants                      
per session, this type of training is ideal for practitioners who are discovering 
threads and interested in using Spring Thread®.

Find us 
in social media
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Created in 2007 by 1st SurgiConcept® laboratories, Spring Thread® has quickly appealed to practitioners 
from around the world. Today, Spring Thread® is present in more than 40 countries. In Western Europe  
of course, but also in Eastern Europe, the Middle East and Asia. You can find the list of countries where 
we are present on our website www.springthread.com 

This international opening is due to a motivated network of distributors, attentive practitioners and                
by knowing how to respond to an ever-increasing demand for concrete, sustainable and safe results. 

Our French brand, EU certification, is a guarantee of quality and seriousness for our international 
network. Each distributor imports Spring Thread®’s know-how into its country while respecting the require-
ments of a high-quality product. This makes it possible to offer local training, to train local Expert Trainers 
who, in turn, will train practitioners in their own language. In this way, we can offer a trusted product             
worldwide for patients and practitioners. 

SPRINGTHREAD®, UNIQUE CHARACTERISTICS

"Beauty with a French touch" : A concept advocated by Spring Thread® since
its creation in 2007 with its French lifting thread.

A push-up effect, a lasting good-looking result in response to the patient’s request
to rejuvenate in an undetectable way.

The result of long years of research, Spring Thread® lifting thread provides an effective 
response to durably reduce sagging facial features. An alternative or a complement               
to surgical procedures, the lifting thread used alone or in a combined treatment                       
is a benchmark solution for your patients to get a harmonious face with minimal downtime.

ELASTICITY, FLEXIBILITY, 

MULTIPLE ANCHOR POINTS:

AN EASY AND SAFE TOOL

SILICONE

Flexible
and elastic

POLYESTER

Solidity
and control
of elasticity

MOLDED,
SOFT COGS

Strong fixation
in the tissue

PERMANENT
THREAD

Long
term action

FOCUS ON ELASTICITY

The elasticity of the thread as well as its flexibility allows for a better 
integration into the tissues and therefore:

      • Reduction of the risk of tearing off

      • Distribution of tension over the entire length of the thread

      • Shock absorption capacity

      • Better mirroring of natural facial movements

Thus, Spring Thread® allows for dynamic stabilization of tissue.  
They can live freely, stretch and retract, they’re no longer frozen, 
muscle mobility is preserved and the result more natural.

SPRING THREAD® IS CE MARKED
AND 1ST SURGICONCEPT® COMPANY

IS ISO13485-2016 CERTIFIED 

CEMarked 

ALL ANSWERS ON OUR WEBSITE

3



     You’ve heard or known about Spring 
Thread® for a while or you’re about to discover 
our product. Its technical assets and perfor-
mance set it aside in the world of medicine             
and plastic surgery. What could be better than                   
a gentle, minimally invasive, lasting and scar-free 
facelift that respects the natural features and 
allows an almost immediate return to social life?
  

Spring Thread® has an additional advantage           
in the overall management of the aging problems 
of your patients. This medical booklet will provide 
answers to most of your questions.

Spring Thread® also has a network of international 
experts available to answer any of your questions. 
Indeed, whatever questions you may have regar-
ding indications, installation techniques, proce-
dures or post-surgery monitoring, please let us 
know; our network will advise you and guide you 
for an optimized usage of our threads.

Excellence, Innovation, Service, Friendliness: 
our commitment resides in these 4 words                
and we would be thrilled to share them with you.
Join us, Join the Spring Thread® adventure!

Dominique Malard 
Owner and CEO  

CEMarked 
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“

“

FLEXIBLE
& ELASTIC THREAD

 1 UNIQUE PRODUCT

40 COUNTRIES

3.000 USERS

   IN THE WORLD

40.000 PATIENTS

SINCE 2007

190.000 THREADS
INSERTED

        

  

   

FACE AGING PROCESS

Aging is a multifactorial phenomenon.

Face and facial tissue aging is well known today 
and analyzed.

A little summary of the three elements:   
   • Modification of the skin structure
   • Loss of tissue volume
   • Sagging skin

The mission of doctors and cosmetic surgeons 
consulted in this field will be to give their patients 
effective and adapted answers to each situation. 

Skin type, age, level of aging, individual patient’s 
requests will guide the practitioner towards                 
a diagnosis and thus, personalized treatments.

Aging process in 3 main categories :

MODIFICATION
OF THE SKIN STRUCTURE1 ATROPHY2 PTOSIS3

WHY CHOOSE LIFTING THREADS? 

By lifting and reorganizing the tissues vertically, 
lifting threads are considered today as a minimally 
invasive alternative to surgical lifting. They are 
indicated in the treatment of mild to moderate 
ptosis. The cogged thread is introduced into              
the subcutaneous adipose tissue in order to correct 
its loosening. 

The procedure is performed under local anesthesia 
on an outpatient basis.

Excess skin reorganizes as long as it’s supported 
along its entire length and is given sufficient time             
to settle into its new configuration.

Today, lifting threads have taken an important 
and well deserved place on the “soft surgery” 
market, allowing quick, efficient and non-trauma-
tic procedures.

QUICK

EFFICIENT

NON
TRAUMATIC

2



FLEXIBLE
& ELASTIC THREAD

DOCTOR’S BOOK

FLEXIBLE & ELASTIC THREAD

®

Spring Thread® thread is a class IIb medical device. It requires experience and know-how from the practitioner.       
Thus, it must be proposed only by trained doctors.  

The Company, 1st SurgiConcept®, is certified ISO 13485-2016 (quality of medical device) and the Spring Thread® 
range is CE marked (class IIb medical device).

Ptosis treatment is a one appointment treatment. There might be some side effects as swelling, oedema, redness 
(non-exhaustive list).

SpringThread® is an innovation of 1st SurgiConcept® laboratory.

+33 - 320 23 41 96  contact@springthread.com

100% MADE
 IN FRANCE
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www.springthread.com




